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Dirty Drummer 1.5 - MPC Expansion Edition
 
 Fully multisampled acoustic finger drumming kits for all MPC models



		  
		  	
					 $19.99 USD						
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Updated with new kits & MIDI patterns!


 The Dirty Drummer volume 1.5 features two fully multisampled acoustic finger drumming kits and an additional 12 patches/snapshots built from a range of MPC sound design techniques, all fully optimised for creating very realistic vintage-style live drum performances in your MPC, utilising 'round robins' for the ultimate organic drum sound. 

Each kit contains 16 multisampled drum and percussion articulations including kicks, open and closed hats, snares, cross sticks, rolls, ride & crash cymbals, toms and percussion, all  recorded using vintage equipment for a thick, warm and very dope sound with a huge bottom end. 



The Dirty Drummer 1.5 is perfect for live performances, real time recording  or for programming your breaks directly in the MPC sequencer - whichever method you use, you'll get the 'real drummer' feel  every time. All kits are fully set up and ready to play, and if you need some drum inspiration we've also included 14 MIDI drum patterns which you can drop into any project to match with any kit from the Dirty Drummer series. 


Here's a selection of breaks made using nothing but the kits and MIDI patterns in Dirty Drummer 1.5 - no additional FX added:




There's a dedicated MPC expansion for MPC X, MPC One, MPC Key 61, MPC Live (I & II) & MPC Software/MPC Beats  and Akai Force featuring  'cycle kits', multiple sound patches and demo sequences plus  legacy MPC versions of the two core acoustic kits for compatibility with  MPC1000, MPC500, MPC2500, MPC5000, MPC4000, MPC2000/XL, MPC3000 and all versions of JJOS.


For more information on what's inside as well as installation instructions, check out the included User Guide.

Dirty Drummer 1.5 is also fully compatible with Dirty Drummer 4, Dirty Drummer 2 and Dirty Drummer 3 with all the kits using the same core layout so you can easily experiment with  different kits in the same   sequence until you find the perfect combo.


Grab all four Dirty Drummer expansions together and save 30% with 'Dirty Drummer - The Complete Collection' which also comes with additional kits and MIDI patterns!




            

	  
			This product is part of a series - buy the entire collection & save $40.00

		
	 Technical Specification:
	    
  Technical Specifications


  	Contents: 111 sounds, 2 multisampled drum kits, 12 additional drum kit patches, 14 MIDI drum patterns. 
	Format: 
    
		WAV & MPC programs 
		
	Compatibility: 
	
		Works with all MPCs including MPC One/X/Live, MPC Key 61, MPC Software/MPC Beats, Akai Force, all legacy MPCs  					 
	Disk Space Required For Installation: 53 MB
	Publisher/Sound Design: Pad Pimps & MPC-Tutor
	Delivery: Download instantly after purchase.
	Price: $19.99
	[image: ]  Installation & User Guide
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	  Reviews
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			 				 	"I’m a sucker for a great sounding acoustic kit, especially when it’s thick and punchy. This kit was made to give MPC users a realistic finger drumming kit, but even though I’m not a finger drummer, I think this is a very dope kit. It’s punchy, organic, and has a nice meaty texture. This kit is perfect for anything from Hip Hop to Boom Bap, Neo Soul, RnB, Downtempo, Chillout, or anything that needs a nice thick drum kit."

			 				 		
			 		 Saintjoe (Sounds And Gear)        
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			 				 	"I used The Dirty Drummer kit at both my gigs this past weekend and it went absolutely perfect. Could not be happier with the tone of the kit!"

			 				 		
			 		Joe Guam      [image: Facebook]
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			 				 	"Amazing kits. Great multisampled percussion here, well worth it."

			 				 		
			 		 Ghostbanger, United States        
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			 				 	"Just copped.. was sold on it as soon as I heard the demo."

			 				 		
			 		 SupremeSoulstice, United States        
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	  Product FAQs

	    
  	Does this work in standalone MPCs and the Akai Force?

                              Yes, it's 100% compatible with the MPC X, MPC Live, MPC One and Akai Force and features memory-optimsed programs made with standalone use in mind. We've included a dedicated 'standalone' installer for easy drag-and-drop installation to your standalone MPC disk (plus an XPN file for optional MPC Software installation).


	

  	How does this kit mimic the sound of a real drummer?

                              Unlike most drum kits which only contain a single 'hit' for each instrument, this kit contains multiple timbres for each instrument articulation ('round robins'). These different timbres are played back on each pad and we've also placed a short snare roll and dedicated 'soft' notes to their own pads which is perfect for easily adding funky 'ghost' notes when finger drumming.



	

  	Will this kit work in my MPC?

                              These kits work in all MPCs, and where required, we have adjusted the layout and functionality to accommodate the different features of different MPCs. For example, the MPC500 has only 12 pads, so the layout of the drums were changed and optimised accordingly. 



	

  	Is this kit only for live drumming?

                              No, it can also be used for real time sequencer recording or by programming events in the GRID, just like you would with any MPC drum kit.
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Buy The Complete Expansion Series & Save $40.00
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Why not buy ''Dirty Drummer' Complete (Acoustic Finger Drumming Kits)'? This contains all 4 expansions in this series and saves you $40.00 compared to buying each expansion individually!

'Dirty Drummer' Complete (Acoustic Finger Drumming Kits) contains the following 4 expansions:

	Dirty Drummer 1.5 - MPC Expansion Edition
	'The Dirty Drummer' 2 - Return of The MPC Finger Drummer
	'The Dirty Drummer' 3 - The Angry Ape Sessions
	Dirty Drummer 4


Get More Product Info


Buy Separately: $79.99


Buy Together: $39.99

You Save: $40.00 (50%)

 
					















Why Shop @ MPC-Samples?



		100% Secure Shopping
	Compatibility Guarantee
	Instant Digital Delivery











Quick Help



		What Payment Options Do You Offer?
	How do I transfer files to my MPC?
	How Do I Download My Purchase?
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